Recognizing silhouettes and shaded images across depth rotation.
Outline-shape information may be particularly important in the recognition of depth-rotated objects because it provides a coarse shape description which gives first-pass information about the structure of an object. In four experiments, we compared recognition of silhouettes (showing only outline shape) with recognition of fully shaded images of objects, by means of a sequential-matching task. In experiments 1 and 2, the first stimulus was always a shaded image, and the second stimulus was either a shaded image or a silhouette. Recognition costs associated with a change in viewpoint were no greater for silhouettes than they were for shaded images. Experiments 3 and 4 replicated the design of the earlier experiments, but showed a silhouette as the initial stimulus, rather than a shaded image. In these cases, recognition costs associated with a change in viewpoint were greater for silhouettes than for shaded images. Combined, these results indicate that, while visual representations clearly include additional information, outline shape plays an important role in object recognition across depth rotation.